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College admissions policies affect the educational experiences and
labor market outcomes for millions of students each year. In China
alone, ten million high school seniors participate in the National Col-
lege Entrance Exam to compete for seven million seats at various
universities each year, making this system the largest centralized
matching market in the world. The last twenty years have witnessed
radical reforms in the Chinese college admissions system, with many
provinces moving from a sequential (immediate acceptance) mecha-
nism to some version of the parallel college admissions mechanism,
a hybrid between the immediate and deferred acceptance mecha-
nisms. In this study, we use a natural experiment to evaluate the
effectiveness of the sequential and parallel mechanisms in motivat-
ing student college ranking strategies and providing stable match-
ing outcomes. Using a unique data set from a province that imple-
mented a partial reform between 2008 and 2009, we find that students
list more colleges in their rank-ordered lists, and more prestigious
colleges as their top choices, after the province adopts the parallel
mechanism in its Tier 1 college admissions process. These listing
strategies in turn lead to greater stability in matching outcomes, con-
sistent with our theoretical prediction that the parallel mechanism is
less manipulable and more stable than the sequential mechanism.
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S ince the 1990s, economic research has played an increas-1

ingly important role in the practical design of market2

institutions, including auctions for spectrums, electricity, and3

other commodities (1, 2); tradable permit systems for pollu-4

tion abatement and other environmental regulations (3); labor5

market clearinghouses (4–7); formal procedures for student6

assignments to public schools or colleges (8–10); centralized7

systems for the allocation of organs (11); and other related8

matching and trading processes (12). In many of these cases,9

the insights drawn from theoretical, experimental, and em-10

pirical research have complemented each other in influencing11

market design choices.12

Our study provides additional insight for the design of13

markets, specifically college admissions processes, obtained14

from a natural experiment to evaluate centralized matching15

procedures for student assignments to colleges. The college16

assignment process has a significant impact on the student17

educational experiences as well as on broader labor market18

outcomes in countries that use a centralized college admissions19

system based on standardized test scores. These countries20

include Australia, Chile (13), China (14), Germany (15–18),21

Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Russia, Spain, Turkey (19), and the22

United Kingdom.23

Our study focuses on China in particular, where standard- 24

ized test scores have been used since 1952 to match students 25

to colleges via a centralized system. The National College 26

Entrance Examination, also known as gaokao, forms the foun- 27

dation of the Chinese college admissions system. Each year, 28

roughly ten million high school seniors compete for seven mil- 29

lion seats at various universities in China, making this system 30

the largest centralized matching market in the world (14). 31

Given the extent and importance of the Chinese admissions 32

process, it is important to understand how the choice of an 33

admissions mechanism impacts assignment outcomes. 34

The centralized college admissions problem (19) has several 35

unique properties compared to other matching problems such 36

as school choice (8). One major differentiator is that students’ 37

priorities in college admissions are usually determined by their 38

test scores on a standardized college entrance exam, rather 39

than their place of residence, as in school choice problems. 40

Therefore, college priorities are by and large identical across 41

all colleges. Moreover, the prestige of a college is a major 42

concern for virtually all students, leading to a near-universal 43

preference for top universities with national prestige. This 44
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universal criterion implies that student preferences are often45

highly correlated. As a result, college admissions are typically46

much more competitive than student allocations to schools47

within a district. These two factors raise the stakes in the48

college admissions process and potentially affect how students49

strategize under different mechanisms.50

In the past two decades, the majority of Chinese provinces51

have moved from a “sequential” mechanism to various versions52

of a “parallel” mechanism in assigning students to universi-53

ties. In applying these mechanisms, universities are divided54

into tiers according to their level of prestige. The sequential55

mechanism is a priority matching mechanism (20) executed56

sequentially across tiers of decreasing prestige. Within each57

tier, the Immediate Acceptance (IA) mechanism is applied,58

e.g., once the assignments in the first tier are finalized, the59

assignment process in the second tier starts, and so on. De-60

spite its dominance in the admissions process until 2001, a61

pervasive criticism of the sequential mechanism∗ is that many62

high-scoring students often remain unassigned or end up being63

under-matched due to poor strategizing in providing their64

preferred college rankings (24).65

To combat this issue, Chinese provinces more recently have66

moved to some version of a parallel mechanism (PA), where67

students are provided with choice-bands in which they can68

list several “parallel” colleges in decreasing desirability. Under69

PA, student applications are processed by these choice-bands,70

wherein each student is guaranteed to retain her score advan-71

tage for any college she lists within the same choice-band. This72

mechanism is perceived to alleviate the pressure experienced73

under IA by allowing students to aim for multiple colleges at74

the same time without the fear of losing their score advantage.75

For example, in Sichuan Province, where our dataset comes76

from, students can list up to five colleges within the same77

choice-band. Students can choose to allocate their choices78

across a mix of desirable-yet-risky and less-desirable-yet-safer79

options.80

It is plausible to argue that the parallel mechanisms falls81

somewhere between the IA and the Deferred Acceptance (DA)82

mechanism (25). In a theoretical study of the Chinese college83

admissions reforms, Chen and Kesten (CK hereafter) (14)84

consider a parametric family of application-rejection mecha-85

nisms where each member is indexed by some positive number86

e ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,∞} of periodic choice-band sizes that allow the87

application and rejection process to continue before assign-88

ments are made permanent. In this family of mechanisms,89

as parameter e increases, one goes from IA (e = 1) to PA90

(e ∈ [2,∞)), and then to DA (e = ∞). CK show that mem-91

bers of this family become “more manipulable” (26) and “less92

stable” (27) as one moves away from DA. While multiple93

equilibria may arise under any member of the family, their94

important insight is that it is students’ first e choices that95

matter. We use these theoretical insights as a partial ba-96

sis for our hypotheses in our natural experiment. Since the97

theoretical comparisons of IA and PA assume complete in-98

formation and coordinated strategic play, it is important to99

test these predictions in the field to better gauge their policy100

implications.101

Specifically, to complement and test the theoretical insights102

from CK, we study how different matching mechanisms in a103

∗Such complaints are by now familiar from the school choice context where IA has come under
extensive scrutiny due to its welfare and incentive shortcomings (8, 21–23).

centralized college admissions system affect students’ prefer- 104

ence ranking strategies and matching outcomes. Our study 105

is based on a natural experiment that takes advantage of the 106

move from IA to PA in Sichuan Province from 2008 to 2009. 107

Since the year students participate in the college admissions 108

process is mostly determined by their year of birth, well be- 109

fore the change in mechanism, students in our study do not 110

self-select into the different mechanisms. This timing feature 111

eliminates any concern about selection bias in our study. More- 112

over, since the mechanism change affects only a portion of the 113

students in our experiment (Tier 1 students), we are able to 114

use a difference-in-differences approach. Using this approach, 115

we find that the results from our experiment confirm some 116

of the theoretical predictions from CK. Lastly, our data set 117

is truly unique, as we have the complete rank-ordered list 118

(ROL) from each applicant in addition to each applicant’s 119

matching outcomes, whereas other empirical studies of the 120

Chinese college admissions process do not have the ROL for 121

each applicant (28–32). The ROL data enable us to make 122

more precise inferences regarding students’ strategic responses 123

to the change in the matching mechanism. 124

In particular, we find that students list more colleges in 125

their ROL under PA relative to IA. Of the top-listed colleges, 126

we observe a 5% increase in the preference rankings for the 127

most prestigious colleges. Overall, our results show that the 128

added insurance of being able to designate some safe options 129

increases the stability of our matching outcomes. 130

Related Literature 131

Our study makes several important contributions to the liter- 132

ature on matching markets. Within this literature, a common 133

approach in testing matching mechanisms is to conduct a 134

lab experiment. Doing so makes it possible to induce true 135

preferences and thus accurately obtain various performance 136

evaluations. Indeed, the school choice problem has been exten- 137

sively studied using laboratory experiments that yield support 138

for various mechanisms. For example, Chen and Sönmez (22) 139

find that DA performs well in terms of truthful preference rev- 140

elation, while Pais and Pintér (33) find that the Top Trading 141

Cycles mechanism (TTC) is more efficient and less vulnerable 142

to manipulation than either IA or DA in the school choice 143

scenario. In experiments under the interim information con- 144

dition, Featherstone and Niederle (34) find that incomplete 145

information on the student side changes both mechanism ef- 146

ficiency and truthfulness, while Calsamiglia et al. (35) find 147

that constraining students’ ability to reveal their preferences 148

leads to greater manipulation and lower efficiency. We refer 149

the reader to a recent survey of the experimental literature on 150

school choice and college admissions for further details (36). 151

Our paper contributes to the college admissions and broader 152

matching literature by testing a common set of hypotheses 153

using a natural experiment. The use of a field test provides 154

higher external validity relative to laboratory experiments, 155

since the latter is unable to capture the large scale and high 156

stakes nature of the real-world college admissions process. 157

Empirical evaluations have been used to study the proper- 158

ties and performance of different matching mechanisms. For 159

example, Mongell and Roth (37) study the “preferential bid- 160

ding system” that matches students to sororities, and find 161

that preference manipulation can prevent an unstable mecha- 162

nism from unraveling. Braun et al. (15) study the centralized 163
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college admissions in Germany, and find that high perform-164

ing students who truth-tell due to a lack of understanding of165

the mechanism receive suboptimal placements. More recently,166

several empirically studies have taken a structural approach167

to examine the performance of matching mechanisms (38–41)168

and uncover true preferences from reported ROLs when the169

mechanism is not strategy-proof. In a related study using170

school choice data from Beijing, He (39) finds that teaching171

middle school parents to play the best response under IA may172

yield better outcomes than switching to DA. Another strand173

of empirical literature takes a more direct approach by using174

preference reports under strategy-proof mechanisms or surveys175

(42–45). In particular, Fack et al. (44) provide theoretical176

and empirical evidence showing that, assuming stability of the177

matching provides rich identifying information, while being a178

weaker assumption on student behavior, compared to assum-179

ing that students truthfully rank schools when applying for180

admission. The latter is corroborated by an online experiment181

using medical students immediately after their participation182

in the medical residence match which features a strategy-proof183

market design (46).184

Finally, in the Chinese school choice and college admis-185

sions context, the college admissions mechanisms not only186

differ in their algorithm but also in the timing of students’187

preference submissions. Wu and Zhong (31) find that, under188

IA, better students are admitted to a top university when189

they submit their preferences before learning their test scores190

in the National College Entrance Exam, consistent with the191

theoretical prediction (47). Using lab experiments, Lien et192

al. (48) and Jiang (49) argue that requiring preference sub-193

missions before students take the exam can help correct the194

observed exam measurement error under IA. However, Pan195

(50) finds that pre-exam IA rewards overconfidence and creates196

more mismatches between students and schools. Comparing197

all three mechanisms in the Chinese school choice context in198

the laboratory, Chen and Kesten (51) find that PA is less199

manipulable and more stable than IA. Compared to Chen200

and Kesten (14, 51) who first characterize the Chinese college201

admissions mechanisms theoretically and then test them in202

the laboratory, we use a unique naturally occurring dataset203

to test their theoretical predictions surrounding the switch204

from IA to the new PA mechanism. In doing so, we are able205

to provide a clean body of support for their basic theoretical206

predictions.207

Theory and Hypotheses208

In this section, we introduce the college admissions problem,209

describe a family of mechanisms, and summarize the main210

theoretical results pertaining to this family. These theoretical211

results form the basis of our empirical evaluation.212

We begin by defining the college admissions problem.213

Specifically, a college admissions problem (19) is a tuple214

(S,C, Ps, PC), consisting of: (1) a set of students S =215

{s1, ..., sn}; (2) a set of colleges C = {c1, ..., cm}; (3) a ca-216

pacity vector q = (qc1 , ..., qcm ) where qci is the capacity of217

college ci; (4) a list of student preferences PS = (Ps1 , ..., Psn )218

where Psi is the strict preference relation of student si over219

colleges including the no-college option (with an unlimited220

quota); and (5) a list of college preferences PC = (Pc1 , ..., Pcm )221

where Pci is the strict preference relation of college ci over a set222

of students, determined by students’ scores on the centralized223

college entrance exam. Therefore, Pci = Pcj , ∀i, j ∈ {1, ...,m}. 224

A matching µ is an allocation of college slots (and the no- 225

college option) to students such that the number of students 226

assigned to any college does not exceed its quota. 227

A matching µ is nonwasteful if no student prefers a college 228

that has an unfilled quota. A matching µ is envy-free if there is 229

no student-college pair (c, s) such that student s prefers college 230

c to the college she is assigned to, and college c prefers student 231

s to at least one student who is assigned to it. A matching is 232

stable if it is nonwasteful and envy-free. A matching is Pareto 233

efficient if there is no other matching that makes all students 234

as well off and at least one student better off. 235

The recent literature focuses on analyzing weaker properties 236

than stability, such as (justified) envy-freeness, i.e., fairness. 237

Wu and Roth (52) consider envy-free matchings in a many- 238

to-one matching environment and show that the set of such 239

matchings forms a lattice. In a similar vein, Kamada and 240

Kojima (53), motivated by various distributional constraints, 241

focus on finding fair matchings that are student-optimal and 242

apply their results to the Japanese daycare market. 243

A college admissions mechanism, or simply a mechanism, 244

is an algorithm that selects a matching for each problem. A 245

mechanism is Pareto efficient (stable) if it always selects Pareto 246

efficient (stable) matchings. A mechanism is strategy-proof if 247

no student ever gains by misrepresenting his preferences. 248

Prior to 2001, the sequential, mechanism (or IA) was the 249

prevalent college admissions mechanism in China. However, 250

after 2001, a number of provinces began to adopt various 251

versions of the parallel mechanism. By 2018, variants of 252

PA had been adopted in all provinces. We next discuss an 253

algorithm that describes a general family of mechanisms that 254

nest IA, PA, and DA. 255

In the parametric application-rejection algorithm family, 256

a member is indexed by a periodic choice-band size e that 257

represents the number of choices the algorithm goes through 258

when allocations are tentative before they become final.† In 259

this mechanism, students first submit their complete ROL 260

before the allocation process starts. The algorithm is described 261

as follows. 262

Round t ≥0: 263

• Each unassigned student from the previous round applies 264

to his te + 1-st choice college. Each college c considers 265

its applicants. Those students with the highest score are 266

tentatively assigned to college c up to its quota. The rest 267

of the applicants are rejected. 268

In general, 269

• Each rejected student, who is yet to apply to his te+ e-th 270

choice college, applies to his next choice. If a student 271

has been rejected from all his first te + e choices, then 272

he remains unassigned in this round and does not make 273

any applications until the next round. Each college c 274

considers its applicants. Those students with the highest 275

score are tentatively assigned to college c up to its quota. 276

The rest of the applicants are rejected. 277

• The round terminates whenever each student is either 278

assigned to a college (including the no-college option) or 279

†Several provinces use asymmetric versions of this algorithm where the size of the choice-band
also varies across rounds. See CK for further explanation of these variations as well as a historical
account of the Chinese college admissions process.
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is unassigned in this round, i.e., he has been rejected280

from all his first te+ e choices. At this point, all tentative281

assignments become final and the quota of each college is282

reduced by the number of students permanently assigned283

to the college.284

285

The algorithm terminates when each student has been286

assigned to a college or has received the no-college option. At287

this point, all the tentative assignments become final. This288

family of mechanisms nests IA and DA as extreme cases, and289

PA as an intermediate case (14). Specifically, IA is obtained290

when e = 1, PA when 2 ≤ e < ∞, and DA when e = ∞. In291

this family, IA is the only Pareto efficient mechanism, whereas292

DA is the only stable or strategy-proof mechanism. In our293

study of college admissions in Sichuan Province, e = 5.294

In their theoretical study, CK find that a move from one295

extreme mechanism to the other yields a trade-off in terms of296

strategic immunity and stability. At the individual strategy297

level, they show that, whenever any given member can be ma-298

nipulated by a student, any member with a smaller e number299

can also be manipulated but not vice versa (Theorems 1 & 3).300

This implies that the PA mechanism used in Sichuan Province301

(where e = 5) is less manipulable than its predecessor, the IA302

mechanism. This leads to our first hypothesis:303

Hypothesis 1 (Manipulability). Students will manipulate304

their preferences less under PA compared to IA.305

In our field setting, although true preferences are not306

directly observable, we can infer preference manipulation307

through a number of patterns, such as listing a safe college as308

one’s top choice, where a safe option may be a less prestigious309

college, or through the length of the submitted rank-ordered310

list. The theory in CK suggests that under IA, in equilibrium,311

the choices other than the top choice do not matter, whereas312

the first five choices matter under PA (for Sichuan). If stu-313

dents understand this observation, we expect to see a longer314

rank-ordered list under PA.315

Continuing with the theoretical predictions of CK, they316

suggest that students under PA are able to list their equilib-317

rium assignments under IA as a safety option while also listing318

their more desirable options higher up in their preference list,319

which yields an outcome at least as good as that under IA320

(Proposition 5). While the top choice is the most critical321

decision under IA, the first e choices are of utmost importance322

when determining final assignments under PA. This leads to323

our next hypothesis:324

Hypothesis 2 (Insurance). Students will list more presti-325

gious/more preferred colleges as their first choices under PA,326

compared to the IA mechanism.327

In terms of choice accommodation, CK show that the IA328

mechanism is more generous in allocating students to their329

first choice than PA. This leads to the following hypothesis:330

Hypothesis 3 (Choice Accommodation). IA will assign331

a higher number of students to their reported first choices332

than will PA.333

In terms of stability, CK show theoretically that the PAs334

are more stable than the IAs they replace (Theorems 2 and335

4). This leads to our final hypothesis:336

Hypothesis 4 (Stability). PA will be more stable than IA.337

Finally, we note that CK find no clear dominance of DA 338

over PA, or PA over IA, due to the multiplicity of equilibria, 339

even though the dominant strategy equilibrium outcome of DA 340

Pareto dominates any equilibrium outcome of IA (21). Based 341

on the predictions of CK, we are agnostic with regard to the 342

efficiency comparison of the two mechanisms in our study. 343

Data and Empirical Methods 344

Our dataset consists of the college admissions data of a County 345

in the Sichuan Province in southwestern China for the years 346

2008 and 2009. The County had a population of 1.47 million 347

with 87% rural in 2008 and 2009, with a per capita GDP 348

of USD 994 in 2008 and 1117 in 2009, below the national 349

average of USD 3524 and 3828, respectively.‡ For our study, 350

we obtain the following student data: test score on the National 351

College Entrance Exam, rank-ordered list of colleges, college 352

admission outcome, and demographics. Compared to prior 353

empirical studies of Chinese college admissions, our data set 354

is unique in that we have each student’s rank-ordered list. 355

Chinese colleges are categorized into tiers of decreasing 356

prestige and quality. For example, Tier 1 colleges are generally 357

considered better than Tier 2 colleges, etc. To determine 358

college placement assignments, admissions mechanisms are 359

executed sequentially across tiers. When assignments in the 360

first tier are finalized, the assignment process in the second 361

tier starts, and so on. Our dataset contains all students who 362

participated in the Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 admissions 363

process in 2008 and 2009. 364

For the period of our dataset, students first received their 365

test scores and relative standings among all the students in 366

the province and then completed their rank-ordered lists of 367

colleges. The Provincial College Admissions Office determined 368

whether a student was eligible to participate in the admissions 369

of each tier by setting up an endogenously determined cutoff 370

score, such that the number of students above the Tier 1 371

cutoff was approximately 120% of the total quota of all Tier 1 372

colleges; the number of students above the Tier 2 cutoff was 373

approximately 120% of the total quota of all Tier 1 and Tier 374

2 colleges; etc.§ 375

Additionally, there were two separate matching markets 376

each year for the two academic tracks: humanities and social 377

sciences (shortened as humanities henceforth), and science 378

and engineering (shortened as STEM henceforth). Students 379

self-select into one of the two tracks in their second year of 380

high school, and subsequently prepare for and then take the 381

corresponding set of exams. Likewise, each college has a 382

separate quota for each of the two tracks. 383

Between the college entrance exams of 2008 and 2009, the 384

government of Sichuan Province announced that it would 385

change the college admissions mechanism from IA to PA for 386

only its Tier 1 selection process. Since students participate 387

in the college admissions process during their last year of 388

high school, and the policy change was announced after the 389

previous year’s admission was complete, students were essen- 390

tially selected into different treatment groups by birth. Thus, 391

this context allows us to use the policy change as a natural 392

experiment to study the effects of different matching mecha- 393

‡The national rural population was 53% and 52% for 2008 and 2009, respectively. Sources: National
Bureau of Statistics; County Bureau of Statistics.

§See the online appendix of CK (14) for a detailed discussion of the Chinese college admissions
process.
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Table 1. Summary statistics

2008 2009

Total Female Rural STEM Total Female Rural STEM

Participated in Tier 1 admission 620 32.3% 80.2% 81.8% 768 36.3% 79.7% 80.7%
Participated in Tier 2 admission 2443 40.4% 80.8% 70.9% 2735 42.7% 83.1% 73.8%
Participated in Tier 3 admission 688 40.4% 75.0% 50.7% 605 48.3% 73.2% 57.4%
Participated in Tiers 1 and 2 122 43.4% 81.1% 77.9% 135 46.7% 81.5% 77.0%
Participated in Tiers 1, 2 and 3 2 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 3 100.0% 100.0% 33.3%

Submitted Tier 1 ROL 717 30.54% 79.9% 82.0% 849 35.7% 79.5% 80.1%
Submitted Tier 2 ROL 2967 38.5% 80.7% 72.8% 3343 41.3% 82.7% 74.6%
Submitted Tier 3 ROL 876 49.2% 72.3% 52.6% 787 48.9% 72.7% 57.8%
Submitted Tiers 1 and 2 ROL 628 33.0% 80.6% 80.4% 723 37.2% 80.8% 78.2%
Submitted Tiers 1, 2 and 3 ROL 4 100.0% 25.0% 25.0% 7 71.4% 57.1% 28.6%

nisms on students’ behavioral responses and college admissions394

outcomes.395

Even though students are randomly selected into the differ-396

ent years by birth, we consider the possibility that there may397

be other differences across the two years, such as students’398

overall preferences for humanities versus STEM programs, that399

may impact our results. To address this possibility, we exploit400

the fact that only the Tier 1 mechanism changed from 2008401

to 2009 in Sichuan Province, whereas the Tier 2 admissions402

mechanism remained the same. Therefore, we estimate the403

following difference-in-differences model:404

yi = β0+β1·Y 2009i+β2·T ier1i+β3·(Y 2009i·T ier1i)+γ·Xi+εi,

where yi is the outcome variable, measuring strategies or405

matching outcomes for each student. Y 2009i and T ier1i are406

dummy variables that equal one for Year 2009 and Tier 1,407

respectively, and zero otherwise. The vector, Xi, contains408

students’ individual characteristics, including gender, residen-409

tial status (rural or urban), academic track (humanities or410

STEM), and rank by test scores.411

Table 1 presents the summary statistics for our dataset.412

These statistics show that students in different academic tracks413

and from different demographic backgrounds are similarly dis-414

tributed across both years and tiers. Note that some students415

who were eligible for but did not receive a Tier 1 admission416

placement subsequently participated in the Tier 2 process.417

Students submitted their complete ROLs for all tiers at the418

same time, which was before the matching process was carried419

out, and no change was allowed once this process began.420

Results421

In this section, we first report our results regarding student422

strategies and then discuss our results regarding matching423

outcomes for the Tier 1 admissions process, using the Tier424

2 process as our control. In the Supporting Information (SI425

Appendix henceforth), we use Tier 3 as the control condition426

as a robustness check.427

Table 2 reports the summary statistics for the main outcome428

variables. At the individual strategy level, we investigate both429

the change in the number of colleges students rank (length430

of ROL), as well as the change in the prestige status of their431

top choice colleges. At the outcome level, we examine the432

Fig. 1. Average length of rank-ordered lists (ROLs) across year and tier.
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Notes: This figure reports the effect of changing the matching
mechanism (Tier 1, red solid line with circles) on the average
length of ROLs compared to the baseline with no mechanism
change (Tier 2, green dashed line with triangles); error bars

indicate the 95% confidence interval of the mean.

proportion of students admitted to their top choices, as well as 433

the stability of the matching outcomes, using several measures 434

to ensure robustness. 435

Student Preference Ranking Strategies. In the college admis- 436

sions process, students within a given tier are asked to rank 437

order anywhere from one to five colleges. Figure 1 reports the 438

average length of the ROLs in 2008 and 2009 by tier. The 439

red solid (green dashed) line refers to the length of Tier 1 (2) 440

students’ ROLs. From Figure 1, we see an increase in the ROL 441

length for Tier 1 students from 2008 to 2009 by approximately 442

one more college, whereas the average ROL length for Tier 2 443

students remains the same across two years. 444

Table 3 presents the results from nine OLS specifications. 445

On the left panel, the dependent variable is the length of stu- 446

dents’ submitted ROLs. The independent variables (omitted) 447

include Y2009 (Y2008), Tier1 (Tier2), Y2009 × Tier1, STEM 448

(Humanities), Rural (Urban), Female (Male), and Percentile 449

Ranking. To determine a student’s percentile ranking, we cal- 450

culate rankings in each of the eight markets based on student 451

test scores on the respective National College Entrance Exams, 452

as matching is carried out separately by year (2008/2009), tier 453

(1/2), and academic track (humanities/STEM). To correct 454

for different market sizes, we then normalize student rank- 455

ings to their percentile rankings in their respective markets 456

(the top ranked student in each market is 1 (100%), and the 457
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Table 2. Summary statistics for outcome variables

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009

Length of rank-ordered list (1-5) 3.676 4.473 4.166 4.239 3.245 3.392
Top choice college prestige index (0-1) 0.519 0.458 0.403 0.368 0.458 0.406
First choice accommodation rate 0.740 0.501 0.673 0.672 0.638 0.536
Stability based on cutoff score 0.118 0.070 0.273 0.292 0.237 0.358
Stability based on college prestige 0.109 0.086 0.134 0.117 0.170 0.189
Stability based on score distance 0.494 0.374 0.521 0.508 0.328 0.374

Notes: (i) The prestige index (0: most prestigious; 1: least prestigious) is calculated by ranking colleges based on the average scores of admitted students in
year 2006 and 2007 from the best to the worst, within each STEM/humanities track, tier, and year bracket (a total of eight); the rankings are then

normalized to 0 to 1 by dividing the rankings by the total number of colleges within each bracket; (ii) the first choice accommodation rate measures the
percentage of students who are admitted by their first choice colleges within each tier; (iii) a matching is stable when there does not exist any

student-college pair where both prefer each other to their current matches; (v) the measurement for stability based on cutoff score is described in the
Matching Outcomes section in the main text, whereas the measurement for stability based on college prestige or score distance is relegated to SI; for each

of the three measures, the larger the number the more unstable the matching outcome is.

bottom ranked 0). This measure of student rankings as our458

independent variable is used in all subsequent regressions.459

The results in the left panel of Table 3 show a positive460

significant coefficient for our main treatment effect, Y2009461

× Tier1, indicating that the change from IA to PA in the462

Tier 1 admissions process in 2009 increases the average ROL463

length by 0.724 (p < 0.01). That is, a Tier 1 student lists464

approximately one more college in 2009. Since the Tier 2 ROL465

length remains stable across the two years, the change in the466

length of the Tier 1 ROL is likely due to the change in the467

matching mechanism. Continuing with Table 3, we see that468

the coefficient for the Tier 1 dummy is negative and significant,469

indicating that the average length of the Tier 1 ROL is shorter470

than the corresponding Tier 2 ROL in 2008. This finding may471

reflect the importance of a student’s first choice under IA,472

whereas lower-ranked colleges, such as a student’s fourth or473

fifth choice, are not that useful under IA. Under PA, however,474

students have an incentive to include a less-prestigious college475

as their fifth choice as insurance. Finally, the results in column476

(3) in Table 3 show that higher ranked students as well as477

those in the STEM fields tend to submit shorter lists while478

women tend to submit longer lists.479

Next, we investigate whether students list more prestigious480

colleges as their top choices under PA, as predicted by theory.481

We use two measures to compute our prestige index. First,482

we compute a local prestige index, using province-specific483

calculations. We rank colleges from most (1) to least (n)484

prestigious, as measured by the average scores of students485

within a tier or track market. We calculate these rankings486

separately for 2006 and 2007 and then average the two to487

obtain a final prestige score for each college. These ranks are488

then normalized to range from 0 (most prestigious) to 1 (least489

prestigious) within each of the eight markets. Since not all490

colleges that admitted students in 2008 and 2009 did so in491

2006 and 2007, observations with these colleges as top choices492

(2.2%) are dropped from our analysis. Compared to alterna-493

tive measures, our local prestige index utilizes the same data494

and statistics published and distributed to students and their495

parents by the Sichuan Educational Examination Authority in496

the Gaokao Guide (Sichuan: UESTC Press, 2009). While our497

prestige index is highly correlated with the published national498

rankings of colleges,¶ using the average score of admitted499

¶The correlation coefficient between the national ranking and our prestige index is 0.68 (p <

0.001, n = 476) for the STEM track, and 0.67 (p < 0.001, n = 379) for the humanities

Fig. 2. Average local prestige index of first-choice college by year and tier.
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Notes: This figure reports the effect of changing the matching mechanism
(Tier 1, red solid line with circles) on the local prestige of students’ first

choice-colleges compared to the baseline with no mechanism change (Tier 2,
green dashed line with triangles); the prestige index (0: most prestigious; 1:
least prestigious) is calculated by ranking colleges based on the average
scores of admitted students in year 2006 and 2007 from the best to the

worst, within each STEM/humanities track, tier, and year bracket (a total
of 8); the rankings are then normalized to 0 to 1 by dividing the rankings by
the total number of colleges within each bracket; error bars indicate the

95% confidence interval of the mean.error bars indicate the 95% confidence
interval of the mean.

students provides a more accurate aggregation of students’ re- 500

vealed preferences for colleges compared to national rankings, 501

as students without complete preferences over colleges often 502

use cutoff and average test scores to assess a given college’s 503

prestige.‖. Second, we use the national ranking of colleges as 504

an alternative prestige measure, which has the advantage of 505

being stable across years, even though it may not necessarily 506

reflect the local preferences of students in Sichuan. 507

Figure 2 presents the average local prestige index for stu- 508

dents’ first-choice colleges by year and tier, with 0 (1) indicat- 509

ing the most (least) prestigious college. From Figure 2, we see 510

that, on average, students choose more prestigious colleges in 511

both tiers in 2009, compared to the 2008 choices, with a more 512

pronounced increase for Tier 1 students. 513

We next examine the effect of the change from IA to PA 514

on the prestige level of students’ first choices. In this analysis, 515

the dependent variable is the local prestige level (from 0 to 516

1) of the student-reported top choice colleges (columns 4-6), 517

track. We use 2009 Chinese College Rankings published by the Chinese Alumni Network as
to obtain our national rankings. This data is chosen because it is the most complete published
rankings encompassing more than 500 colleges each year.

‖This is also the reason why top universities in China announce when they have a cutoff score higher
than those of their rivals. See, e.g., https://cn.nytimes.com/education/20150701/c01sino-rivalry/
en-us/. “If these students are taken by the competitors, then you’ll be forced to lower your own
cutoff score; once your cutoff score is lower than those of your competitors, you lose half of the
battle of recruitment.”

6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX Chen et al.
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Table 3. Effects of matching mechanisms on the length of rank-ordered lists and the prestige of reported top choices (OLS)

Dependent variable: Length of ROL Local prestige index of top choices National ranking of top choice colleges

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Y2009 0.073* 0.073* 0.076 -0.035*** -0.037*** -0.038*** 0.051*** 0.052*** 0.052***
(0.041) (0.041) (0.049) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004)

Tier1 -0.489** -0.490** -0.452** 0.115*** 0.112*** 0.109*** -0.191*** -0.200*** -0.198***
(0.201) (0.211) (0.210) (0.014) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.004) (0.005)

Y2009 × Tier1 0.724*** 0.724*** 0.708*** -0.025** -0.021* -0.019 -0.044*** -0.046*** -0.047***
(0.146) (0.152) (0.151) (0.012) (0.013) (0.013) (0.010) (0.011) (0.012)

Percentile Ranking -0.784*** -0.776*** -0.722*** -0.721*** -0.294*** -0.293***
(0.170) (0.168) (0.026) (0.026) (0.015) (0.015)

STEM -0.306*** 0.024*** -0.022
(0.033) (0.005) (0.011)

Rural -0.053 0.043*** 0.009
(0.033) (0.011) (0.006)

Female 0.133*** -0.019*** 0.009
(0.024) (0.007) (0.009)

Constant 4.166*** 4.557*** 4.767*** 0.403*** 0.767*** 0.722*** 0.433*** 0.587*** 0.592***
(0.038) (0.083) (0.097) (0.029) (0.020) (0.029) (0.013) (0.011) (0.009)

Observations 7,876 7,876 7,876 7,706 7,706 7,706 6,757 6,757 6,757
R-squared 0.021 0.053 0.070 0.021 0.449 0.455 0.117 0.220 0.223

Y2009 + Y2009 × Tier1 0.797*** 0.797*** 0.784*** -0.060*** -0.058*** -0.057*** 0.006 0.006 0.005
(0.181) (0.188) (0.194) (0.009) (0.006) (0.006) (0.009) (0.008) (0.008)

Tier1 + Y2009 × Tier1 0.235*** 0.234*** 0.257*** 0.091*** 0.091*** 0.090*** -0.236*** -0.246*** -0.244***
(0.086) (0.087) (0.089) (0.017) (0.013) (0.012) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

Notes: (i) Standard errors clustered at the high school level are in parentheses; *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively. (ii) In the first model (Columns (1), (4) and (7)), the dependent variables are regressed on the year and tier dummies and their interactions
using OLS. (iii) The second model (Columns (2), (5) and (8)) adds students’ percentile rankings (0: lowest; 100%: highest) as control variable. (iv) The
third model (Columns (3), (6), and (9)) further adds students’ track and demographic information as additional control variables. (v) The (local) prestige
index (0: most prestigious; 1: least prestigious) is calculated by ranking colleges based on the average scores of admitted students in year 2006 and 2007
from the best to the worst, within each STEM/humanities track, tier, and year bracket (a total of eight); the rankings are then normalized to 0 to 1 by

dividing the rankings by the total number of colleges within each bracket. (vi) The national ranking (0: highest ranked; 1: lowest ranked) is calculated by
putting colleges into bins based on their national rankings in year 2008 and 2009 (top 2 colleges, Peking and Tsinghua, are in bin 1, top 3 – 10 in bin 2, and
every ten colleges in each subsequent bins) to account for correlated but heterogeneous preferences; then the bin numbers are normalized to [0,1] within each

tier by dividing the numbers with total number of bins in that tier.
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or the national ranking of top choice colleges (columns 7-518

9). The independent variables (omitted) again include Y2009519

(Y2008), Tier1 (Tier2), Y2009 × Tier1, STEM (Humanities),520

Rural (Urban), Female (Male), and Percentile Ranking. The521

results on the right panel of Table 3 show a negative and522

significant coefficient for our main treatment effect, Y2009 ×523

Tier1, indicating that students list more prestigious colleges524

as their Tier 1 first choices in 2009, with a magnitude of525

2.5% (p < 0.05) using the local prestige index, and 4.4%526

(p < 0.01) using the national ranking of colleges. This result527

is consistent with the theoretical prediction that students are528

more likely to pick prestigious colleges as their top choice under529

PA since they are also able to include a safer choice in their530

ROL (Hypothesis 2). Using the local prestige index, we find531

that the effect becomes insignificant when control variables532

are added (column (6)). We further find that students’ Tier533

2 first choices in 2009 are ranked 3.5% higher than their534

corresponding rankings in 2008 (p < 0.001). It is not clear535

what drives this effect. Finally, the results in column (6) in536

Table 3 show that higher ranked students as well as women list537

more prestigious colleges as their Tier 1 first choices in 2009538

(-0.72 and -0.019, respectively, p < 0.001). When we use Tier539

3 as the control, the effect is also insignificant (see Table S6 in540

SI), indicating that the evidence is mixed. By contrast, using541

the national ranking as a measure of prestige, the treatment542

effect is robust to our model specifications.543

We now summarize our treatment effect of the type of544

mechanism on student preference ranking strategies:545

Result 1. Changing the Tier 1 admissions mechanism from546

IA to PA leads to an increase in the length of a student’s547

rank-ordered list by approximately one more college, as well as548

a 4.4% increase in the national ranking of students’ top-choice549

colleges.550

These empirical results are consistent with the theoretical551

prediction that students view the parallel mechanism (PA)552

as providing insurance or a fallback if they do not receive553

their ideal top choice, compared to the immediate acceptance554

mechanism (IA). Indeed, students appear to capitalize on the555

intuition that PA allows them to list more colleges and more556

prestigious colleges in the first tier without jeopardizing their557

admission chances to lower-ranked colleges within that tier.558

Matching Outcomes. Next we investigate the effects of the559

type of mechanism and its subsequent behavioral changes560

on matching outcomes. First, we examine the effects of the561

type of mechanism change on the likelihood that a student562

is admitted by her reported first choice college. Recall that563

Hypothesis 3 predicts that IA will assign a larger number of564

students to their reported first choices than PA, as students565

have an incentive to aim higher under PA.566

Figure 3 depicts the first choice accommodation rate by567

year and tier. As predicted by theory, we indeed see a drastic568

drop in the proportion of students admitted to their reported569

top-choice colleges in Tier 1 in 2009 (red solid line), in contrast570

to no change for Tier 2 admission rates (green dashed line). We571

next formally investigate this phenomenon through a regression572

analysis.573

The left panel of Table 4 reports the results of our regres-574

sion analysis using three probit specifications: the effects of575

the mechanism change on the likelihood of first choice ac-576

commodation (1), with student percentile ranking (2), and577

Fig. 3. First choice accommodation rate by year and tier.
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Notes: This figure reports the effect of changing the matching mechanism
(Tier 1, red solid line with circles) on the first choice accommodation rate
compared to the baseline with no mechanism change (Tier 2, green dashed

line with triangles); first choice accommodation rate measures the
percentage of students who are admitted by their first choice colleges within

each tier; error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval of the mean.

with demographic controls (3). The independent variables 578

(omitted) again include Y2009 (Y2008), Tier1 (Tier2), Y2009 579

× Tier1, STEM (Humanities), Rural (Urban), Female (Male), 580

and Percentile Ranking. 581

Consistent with our theoretical prediction (Hypothesis 3), 582

we find that the coefficient for our main treatment effect, 583

Y2009 × Tier1, is negative and significant, indicating that 584

students are 24 percentage points (p < 0.01) less likely to be 585

admitted by their reported top choices in the Tier 1 admissions 586

process in 2009, whereas the likelihood of being admitted 587

by first-choice colleges in Tier 2 in 2009 does not change 588

compared to the previous year (-0.001, p > 0.10). Additionally, 589

looking at the covariates, we find that students from rural 590

areas are 3.9 percentage points more likely to be admitted 591

into their reported first choices under PA. Finally, we see that 592

students with a one-percentile increase in their entrance exam 593

scores increase their likelihood of being admitted by their 594

reported first choice by 0.558% under PA (p < 0.001). Since 595

PA incentivizes students to aim high, we also find a decrease 596

in the acceptance rate of top choice colleges after the change 597

to PA. 598

In addition to examining the effect of the mechanism change 599

on first-choice accommodation, we are interested in the per- 600

formance of each mechanism in terms of matching stability. 601

Recall that Hypothesis 4 predicts that PA will be more stable 602

than IA. To measure stability, we first need to know students’ 603

preferences over colleges. In our study, we examine students’ 604

revealed preferences as indicated in their ROLs. This approach 605

allows us to forego the assumption that students have identical 606

preferences. With this measure, we assume that students pre- 607

serve their preference order in their ROL, that is, they always 608

list their more preferred colleges above their less preferred 609

ones within the same choice band under PA, which is implied 610

by Remark 3 in CK (14). 611

To identify unstable matchings, we consider an outcome to 612

be unstable in two possible situations. First, an outcome is 613

considered unstable if a student in Tier 1 has a listed college 614

above her admitted college (within the same tier) whose cutoff 615

score is lower than her test score, indicating justified envy. 616

Second, an outcome is considered unstable if a student ends 617

up in a Tier 2 college or lower even though her test score is 618

high enough to obtain admission into one of her listed Tier 1 619

colleges. For Tier 2 observations, the first condition is the same, 620

whereas the second condition changes to receiving admission 621

8 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX Chen et al.
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Table 4. Effects of matching mechanisms on first choice accommodation and stability (Probit)

Dependent variable: Admitted to first choice Unstable Matching

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Y2009 -0.001 0.001 -0.001 0.019 0.017 0.018
(0.023) (0.021) (0.022) (0.024) (0.023) (0.023)

Tier1 0.067 0.077* 0.073* -0.154*** -0.157*** -0.156***
(0.052) (0.039) (0.039) (0.022) (0.020) (0.020)

Y2009 × Tier1 -0.238*** -0.248*** -0.246*** -0.067*** -0.063*** -0.064***
(0.050) (0.047) (0.048) (0.028) (0.025) (0.026)

Percentile Ranking 0.558*** 0.558*** -0.326*** -0.327***
(0.017) (0.016) (0.025) (0.023)

STEM 0.038*** -0.016**
(0.014) (0.008)

Rural 0.039*** -0.023**
(0.012) (0.009)

Female 0.005 -0.013
(0.009) (0.008)

Observations 6566 6566 6566 6300 6300 6300

Y2009 + Y2009 × Tier1 -0.239*** -0.247*** -0.247*** -0.048*** -0.046*** -0.046***
(0.042) (0.041) (0.040) (0.014) (0.010) (0.010)

Tier1 + Y2009 × Tier1 -0.171*** -0.171*** -0.173*** -0.221*** -0.219*** -0.220***
(0.026) (0.027) (0.026) (0.017) (0.020) (0.020)

Notes: (i) Standard errors clustered at the high school level are in parentheses; *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively. Marginal effects are reported, calculated at the mean level of the covariates. (ii) In the first model (Columns (1) and (4)), dependent variables

(for Columns 1-3, whether a student is admitted by the first-choice college and Columns 4-6, whether a matching is unstable; 0 = False, 1 = True) are
regressed on the year and tier dummies and their interactions using a Probit model. (iii) The second model (Columns (2) and (5)) adds students’ percentile

rankings (0: lowest; 100%: highest) as a control variable. (iv) The third model (Columns (3) and (6)) further adds students’ track and demographic
information as additional control variables. (v) A matching outcome is considered unstable if a student in Tier 1(2) has a listed college above her admitted
college (within the same tier) whose cutoff score is lower than her test score, or if she ends up in a Tier 2(3) college or lower even though her test score is

high enough to obtain admission into one of her listed Tier 1(2) colleges.

to a college below Tier 2. While this approach ensures that all622

identified unstable matchings are truly unstable, it captures623

only a subset of all possible violations. For example, if the624

incentives of the IA mechanism lead a student to drop a625

highly desirable college from his list, violations of stability626

involving moving that student to an unlisted college are not627

detected. To address this issue, we use two alternative stability628

measures in SI Appendix. The first one uses college prestige629

as an approximation of students’ preferences over colleges,630

which gives us an (almost) complete student preference profiles631

over colleges. The second one uses a “wasted” score, or a632

consequence of an unstable matching, as an indirect measure.633

We discuss the pros and cons of each measure in SI Appendix.634

Using our main stability measure, we report the proportion635

of unstable matchings by year and tier in Figure 4. From 2008636

to 2009, we see that the proportion of unstable matchings637

decreases for Tier 1 students (solid red line), whereas that for638

Tier 2 students remains almost constant (green dashed line).639

To examine this effect further, we next conduct a regression640

analysis on the same outcome variable.641

The right panel of Table 4 (columns 4-6) reports the results642

of our regression analysis of the effects of the mechanism change643

on matching stability. The dependent variable here is whether644

the student’s match is unstable. The independent variables645

(omitted) again include Y2009 (Y2008), Tier1 (Tier2), Y2009646

× Tier1, STEM (Humanities), Rural (Urban), Female (Male),647

and Percentile Ranking. From the results in the table, we see648

that the coefficient for our main treatment effect, Y2009 ×649

Tier1, is negative and significant, indicating that the move650

to PA decreases the number of unstable outcomes by 6.7651

percentage points (p < 0.01).652

Fig. 4. Proportion of unstable matching by year and tier.
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Notes: This figure reports the effect of changing the matching mechanism
(Tier 1, red solid line with circles) on matching stability compared to the

baseline with no mechanism change (Tier 2, green dashed line with
triangles); a matching outcome is considered unstable if a student in Tier
1(2) has a listed college above her admitted college (within the same tier)
whose cutoff score is lower than her test score, or if she ends up in a Tier
2(3) college or lower even though her test score is high enough to obtain
admission into one of her listed Tier 1(2) colleges; error bars indicate the

95% confidence interval of the mean.
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We summarize our matching outcome analysis findings653

below:654

Result 2. Changing the Tier 1 admissions mechanism from655

the IA to PA leads to a 24 percentage point decrease in the656

admissions students receive from their reported top-choice657

colleges, and a 6 percentage point decrease in the likelihood658

of unstable matchings.659

Our observed first choice accommodation result is consis-660

tent with theoretical predictions (Hypothesis 3): students are661

indeed more focused on getting into their reported first choices662

under IA. The stability result is also consistent with theoretical663

predictions (Hypothesis 4) in that PA results in fewer unstable664

outcomes. This latter result is robust to different measures of665

stability, including a cardinal measure of the distance between666

a student’s exam score and the cutoff score (see SI for details).667

To provide greater confidence in our findings, we conduct a668

robustness test excluding the bottom 20% of Tier 1 students669

and the top 20% of Tier 2 students from our analysis. We do so670

to address the potential concern that the switch to PA in the671

Tier 1 process may impact the composition of students who672

participate in the Tier 2 process, as different mechanisms may673

leave different students unadmitted after the Tier 1 process674

concludes. Recall that, of the students with the highest scores,675

the computer algorithm considers 120% of the Tier 1 quotas for676

Tier 1 admissions, with an end goal of admitting the number677

of students equal to the Tier 1 quotas. This leaves 20% of678

the students rejected from the Tier 1 process. These students679

then enter the Tier 2 admissions process, and so on. This is680

important as our difference-in-differences estimates rely on the681

fact that the mechanism for Tier 2 does not change between682

2008 and 2009. Excluding these students from our analyses683

yields similar results as those from our main analyses. Finally,684

we re-run our analyses using Tier 3 students as the control685

condition and find similar results except in the case of the686

local prestige index. SI Appendix summarizes the results from687

these robustness checks.688

Conclusion689

The assignment of students to colleges is one of the most im-690

portant education policy issues throughout the world, with691

significant social welfare and economic development implica-692

tions attached to the process. In China alone, ten million high693

school students participate in the college admission process694

each year. Since 2001, the process of allocating available slots695

to students has changed from the immediate acceptance mech-696

anism to various versions of the parallel mechanism. While the697

parallel mechanism has been shown to have numerous benefits698

on a theoretical level (14), its benefits have been examined699

empirically mostly in a laboratory setting (51). By contrast,700

our study examines the effect of the parallel mechanism on701

student strategies and matching outcomes in a natural exper-702

iment using a unique data set with individual-level ranking703

strategies before and after the adoption of the new mechanism.704

Specifically, we analyze a natural experiment using705

difference-in-differences estimators. Although some theoretical706

properties of matching mechanisms cannot be directly tested707

empirically due to the lack of students’ true preferences, we708

can draw some analogies between the lab and the field using709

revealed preferences as seen in students’ rank-ordered lists of710

their preferred colleges. We find that when the mechanism711

changes from IA to PA, students list better colleges as their712

first choices. We also find that students list more colleges in 713

their rank-ordered lists under PA. These behavioral responses 714

lead to more stable matching outcomes. 715

As college admissions reforms continue in China and other 716

parts of the world, theoretical, experimental, and empirical 717

analyses of ongoing reforms not only deepen our understanding 718

of the science of market design, but also offer insights into 719

how education and labor market policies should consider the 720

adoption of better mechanisms in their implementation. 721
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